Wednesday, 4 May 2022

Melbourne

2022 Theme: STEM Learning is Great Learning!
The intent of the It Takes a Spark EDU Conference is to bring together ALL Year 4 to 10 and Teachers to connect with
inspiring industry role models, share their current school based activities and projects using an authentic sharing and
experiential model, create networks of teachers and student teams, and solve social justice design challenges.

Wednesday, 4 May 2022
Begins: 9.00am
Concludes: 2.50pm
(Doors open for sign-in 8.15am)

Venue: Thomas Carr College
35 Thomas Carr Dr, Tarneit VIC 3029

Flow of the day....
8.15am
9.00am
9.15am
9.55am

10.40am
11.15am
12.35pm
1.15pm
1.55pm

2.40pm
2.50pm

Sign-in, coffee and networking
Master of Ceremonies - Welcome, set up for the day and housekeeping
KEYNOTE SPEAKER - DR MADELINE MITCHELL
ROTATION ONE - 40 min parallel sessions
>> Teacher Mini-Master Classes
>> Student and/or Teacher Digidesign Mini-workshops and STEAM Expo
MORNING TEA
An opportunity to network with other teachers and students, and explore trade displays
PROBLEM SOLVERS DESIGN CHALLENGE
>> 80 min session - parallel sessions for Year 4 to 10 students and teachers
LUNCH - An opportunity to network with other teachers and students, and explore trade displays
KEYNOTE SPEAKER - DR KYLIE SOANES
ROTATION TWO - 40 min parallel sessions
>> Teacher Mini-Master Classes
>> Student and/or Teacher Digidesign Mini-workshops and STEAM Expo
COMPLETING THE DAY
>> Awarding of STEAM passport prizes to attendees + feedback forms
CLOSE OF THE CONFERENCE

9.15AM - 9.45AM Keynote Speaker
DR MADELINE MITCHELL
RMIT University and Superstar of STEM
Madeline works at RMIT University and the Food Agility Cooperative Research Centre where she manages a research program to
better understand the value of natural capital in farming systems. The program aims to support growers to manage their natural
capital (e.g. plants and animals, soil and water) for sustainability, profitability and climate resilience.
Madeline is an advocate for gender equity, inclusion and diversity in STEM and was part of the second cohort of Homeward Bound, a
global leadership initiative for women in science. She also recently received an ACT Young Tall Poppy Award.

9.55AM to 10.35AM - ROTATION ONE (40min parallel session)
Teacher Mini-Master Class Selection
Setting up a Coding and Robotics Program in your Primary School

Jason Selby, St John’s PS Frankston East

Developing a digital technologies and STEAM program that authentically engages and ignites student curiosity can be challenging for
many schools. Where do schools begin? What resources would you need? What thinking would we have to do? How do we assess in it?
In this session Jason and Lesley will share St John's PS's journey and give deep insights into how you to can set up a great program in
your school.
School / teacher stages: Beginning, Next Step & Extending
Suitable for Primary Teacher

CREATE, CODE, INNOVATE with SPIKE Prime

Libby Moore, Moore Educational

Accelerate STEM learning across your school with a Robotics solution from LEGO Education. Explore the easy entry lessons and the
design challenges that will engage your students to think critically and collaborate to create simple to complex robotic solutions with real
world relevance. Build confidence in teachers and students to code with the progression from simple block sequencing to Scratch based
icon programming through to text-based coding with Micro Python. In this hands- on workshop you will explore the experiences that
develop your students STEM skills today to be the innovators of tomorrow.
School / teacher stages: Beginning, Next Step
Suitable for Primary and Secondary Teacher

Micro:bit - from Beginner to Global Challenge

Pathik Shah, Pakronics

The Micro:bit is a cheap pocket-sized computer that introduces students to how software and hardware work together. Jam packed with
input and output possibilities; these engaging devices can be used to turn creative STEM ideas into real world applications.
In this hands-on workshop we will start with the basic introduction to using Micro:bit with graphical coding and develop a never explored
feature of wireless networking of Micro:bits. We will also explore a range of hardware and software extensions and the strategies you
could use to implement it in your classroom. You will need to bring your laptop and we will provide hardware to use during the workshop.
School / teacher stages: Beginning, Next Step
Suitable for Primary and Secondary Teacher

Digidesign Mini-workshops - Student and Teacher Selection
Hands-on with Dark Matter

Jackie Bondell, OzGrav

ARC Centre of Excellence for Dark Matter Particle Physics
Dark Matter is the mysterious material that makes up a quarter of our Universe but has not yet been directly detected by scientists.
Australia is at the forefront of Dark Matter research. The Southern Hemisphere’s first Dark Matter direct detection lab was built in regional
Victoria and began operating in 2021! The science of dark matter involves everything from the largest structures in the Universe to the
smallest known particles that make up the atom.
In this session, students and teachers will participate in activities that bring the cutting edge science of Dark Matter Particle Physics to
the classroom. They will use 3D printed objects to understand how scientists investigate the unseen and lasers to investigate how we
map Dark Matter in our Universe. Teachers will receive lesson plans to bring these activities back to their classrooms.
Suitable for Year 7 to 10 students and/or teacher

Problem Solving Breakout Challenge – Primary

Shelley Waldon, Melbourne Archdiocese Catholic Schools

Based on the escape room challenges, student teams of 4 will need to collaborate on solving a series of problems to find the appropriate
codes to unlock a series of different locks and access the rewards in the box. Challenges include maths number and shape, logic,
unplugged coding and mazes.
If time permits a reflection on the skills needed will also be facilitated.
Suitable for Year 4 to 6 students and/or teacher

Railway Signalling with Puffing Billy

Peta Howard, Puffing Billy Railway

Safety is critical at Puffing Billy and one of the most important pieces of equipment to keep our passengers safe is our signalling
system that allows the train to move along different parts of the line and stop people and trains moving along the track when it isn’t safe.
In this workshop attendees will be faced with a real world STEAM challenge at Puffing Billy Railway. As designers we are going to use
design thinking to come up with innovative ideas and create a prototype to help solve this problem. You will need to rely on teamwork and
communication to complete this task and create a design as a team.
Suitable for Year 4 to 6 students and/or teacher

Learning to Code, Coding to Learn

Doug Bail, Cider House ICT

The integration of Blockly into PASCO’s SPARKvue and Capstone gives you unparalleled control over your science experiments and the
opportunity not only to learn to code, but code for deeper learning of key scientific ideas. For example, you could use an understanding of
the pH of different liquids to code automatic identification of each liquid. In this session we’ll code with real data to output data based
decisions. Make sure you install the free PASCO Sparkvue from https://www.pasco.com/downloads/sparkvue on your own device and
bring it to this session - we’ll have some additional units to use as well.
Suitable for Year 6 to 10 students and/or teacher
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9.55AM to 10.35AM - ROTATION ONE (40min parallel session)
Digidesign Mini-workshops - Student and Teacher Selection cont'd
Earthquake Safety

Georgene Bridgeman & Adam Oldmeadow, Akorn Educational Services

Have you ever felt an earth tremor and wondered if you are safe inside a building?
Structural Engineers design buildings to withstand the pressures and stresses of their environment such as gravity loads, storms and
earthquakes. Unfortunately, whilst the building itself may remain standing, the contents within it may get scattered all over the place.
Your challenge is to come up with ideas that make the inside of houses less hazardous during earthquakes. Materials and tools are
available for you to build a fast-prototype of your idea.
Come on, let’s give it a shake!
Suitable for Year 7 to 10 students and/or teacher

An introduction to AI

Martin Richard, Education Services Australia

In this session participants will be introduced to some Artificial Intelligence concepts. We will use an AI tool to demonstrate how to train
an AI with data and test our model to see how well the AI recognises an image.
In our example, we will feed the machine images of emojis that represent facial expressions and emotions via the device’s inbuilt camera.
The more varied the data we provide, the more likely the AI will correctly classify the input as the appropriate emotion. In machine
learning, the system will give a confidence value; in this case, a percentage and the bar filled or partially filled, represented by colour. The
confidence value provides us with an indication of how sure the AI is of its classification. Attendees will create and test their own model
using images supplied and consider how this technology can be applied to solve a range of problems.
A range of free AI lesson plans will be featured suitable for students across years F-8.
Suitable for Year 4 to 8 students and/or teacher

The Three Billy Goats Gruff vs The Troll

Stephanie Pollard and students, Malvern Valley PS

Growing up we probably have all heard about the Norwegian fairytale about how the 3 Billy goats outsmarted the troll. However we bet
you never thought this is a perfect way to learn about design thinking! In this workshop the students from Malvern Valley primary school
will teach you about design thinking through a short design sprint. Attendees will come up with a solution for the Three Billy Goats Gruff
to cross the river and avoid the troll who stalks the only viable option (a bridge). The student presenters will teach you to empathise with
the Billy goats and put themselves in their shoes whilst, defining the problem in a written problem statement, brainstorming as many
options as possible during the ideation phase, choosing a design to create during prototyping and modifying and trialling their solution
during the testing phase. Teams will be given 5 minutes to pitch their solutions.
Suitable for Year 4 to 6 students and/or teacher

Aviation Challenge – Will it Fly?

Sophie Martin and students, Thomas Carr College

Flying has been a dream of humanity since the dawn of time. Naturally women have been leading the way!
During this workshop attendees will explore some of the physics involved with flight using a centrifugal thrust generator. You will
examine the basic requirements of flight and will then be posed the question: How does weight affect the ability for the plane to fly? This
will be framed through commercial flights and the weight restrictions of the aircraft. You will then have the opportunity to try and add as
much weight as possible to your planes and still have them fly. You will get multiple opportunities to test your designs.
Suitable for Year 6 to 10 students and/or teacher

Rube Goldberg Design Challenge

Jenny Thompson and students, Thomas Carr College

A Rube Goldberg machine is a hand-built contraption that uses a chain reaction to carry out a simple task. During this workshop students
and teachers will be provided with a number of items that they will use to construct a device that will knock a marble off a stand and into
a basket. The devices will have to be creative, and they will have to use all the materials provided to them. Attendees will be asked to
think about the everyday use of these items and how they can use them differently in their device. The session will provide insights to the
innovative thinking process.
Suitable for Year 7 to 10 students and/or teacher

Robogals EV3 Engineering/Programming Session

Robogals Melbourne

Robogals is a student run organisation that aims to inspire and empower young women to consider studying engineering and related
fields.
In this workshop, attendees will learn to program the actions of robots, gradually increasing in difficulty and complexity. The movements
will range from simple traversal, to a more complex use of sensors, "if" statements and loops. This will be very hands-on, all attendees will
be encouraged to play around with the workshop material to learn and understand how the code functions through the robots' actions.
Suitable for Year 4 to 8 students and/or teacher

Design Thinking SuperSprint

Sid Verma, BrainSTEM

Design Thinking is an approach to creative problem-solving that aims to bring together what is desirable from a human point of view, with
what is technologically feasible and economically viable.
In this session you will tackle a design challenge and go through the problem solving process rapidly to come up with a viable solution.
Suitable for Year 6 to 10 students and/or teacher

STEAM EXPO: hands-on activity area - Student and / or Teacher (5 to 15min activities)
Noodle around with Nudel Kart and Nüdel Rover!

STEM- A World of Machines

Marcus Veerman, Playground Ideas
Nüdel Kart and Nüdel Rover are deconstructable, mobile play karts that can be
reconfigured in endless ways to encourage self-directed learning. They contain
research-backed specially selected materials to stimulate children’s development.
Come and play, create, invent and learn the practicalities of STEAM. Teachers can
hear about design principles and the way the Nüdel Kart and Nüdel Rover work from
the co-creator and find out how it can develop children to drive their own learning!
Suitable for Year 4 to 6

Students, Marian College Sunshine West
In Marian College’s Year 7 Science classes the students work collaboratively over 10
weeks to research, design and construct an invention that incorporates one or more
simple machines that address a specific challenge. Each team keeps a design portfolio
that includes brainstorming ideas, sketches, photographs, research, reflections and any
other notes. Students are also asked to keep a video diary each lesson; this will then be
used to create a 3-4 min final video presentation of the entire process. Come along and
find out what they have invented and discuss what challenges you could address!
Suitable for Year 5 to 8
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9.55AM to 10.35AM - ROTATION ONE (40min parallel session)
Digidesign Mini-workshops - Student and Teacher Selection cont'd
STEAM EXPO: hands-on activity area - Student and / or Teacher (5 to 15min activities)
Engineering Showcase

Masters of Engineering Students, University of Melbourne
Most people try to avoid problems but not engineers! They go out and look for
problems! In this STEAM Expo showcase, the University of Melbourne will showcase
several final year engineering projects by their Masters students. Their projects
address real-world industry and community problems, improve processes and have
significant commercial applications. The projects are developed by the students in
collaboration with academics from the Faculty of Engineering and IT, industry,
government, and the community sector. Two example of projects that will be
showcased include;
An unmanned motor vehicle that is designed to travel on the surface of other
planets and to conduct various scientific activities such as mapping, soil test,
atmospheric test, etc.
A wearable exoskeleton that is powered by a combination of electric and
mechanical technologies that allow for limb movement people with physical
disabilities.
Come along and not only find out about the projects but get hands-on with some of
the technology and thinking!
Suitable for Year 4 to 10

Little Bits Challenges
Dr Sarika Kewalramani, A/P GillIian Kidman and Phd students, Monash University
LittleBits consists of small circuit boards with specific functions built to snap
together with magnets without soldering, wiring, or programming. Each bit has its
own specific function, such as light, sound, sensors, or buttons.
In this Expo activities the STEM educators from Monash University will support
attendees to engage in designing little bits models through encouraging exploration,
experimentation, and creativity through hands-on learning.
Suitable for Year 4 to 6

The Art of Rapid Prototyping
Kristen Hebden, Ivanhoe Girls Grammar School
Prototyping doesn’t have to take a lot of time or expensive materials. Rapid
prototyping is a great way to learn if your ideas will work, how to improve them, and
if it is worth putting more time in. During this Expo activity attendees will use simple
materials to create moving contraptions. Materials include:
Straws to reduce friction
Bendable wire to make cranks
Wooden skewers to make axles
Cardboard for housing and other parts
Pipe cleaners and googly eyes (because everything is better with googly eyes)
Suitable for Year 4 to 10

Augmented Reality Live
Worley
Augmented Reality (AR) software allows 3D visualization, collaboration, and field to
office communication across all stages of construction, such as design review,
facility management, and more. Utilizing augmented live technology, engineers are
now able to visit the site and experience their design in the field virtually.
In today’s world where it is hard to travel to site due to COVID or other restrictions,
through this technology, field issues can be quickly conveyed to the design group
where problems can be identified and corrected, saving time and money. Once the
model of the site is loaded in the device, users can freely walk-through design,
analyse all engineering specifications.
Suitable for Year 4 to 10

Robot race with programming twists!
Pathik Shah, Pakronics
Are you a racer? In this exciting STEAM expo activity attendees will have the chance to
select and code robots and race them to see who is quickest around the course.
There will be two categories
1. Primary student – coding with tangible coding to race
2. Secondary student – coding with graphical coding to race.
Visit our Gold Sponsor 'Pakronics' stand to explore the showcase projects and join in.
Suitable for Year 4 to 10

Spin your wheel

Howard Lacey and students, Thomas Carr College
A counter-intuitive demonstration will be given to the show angular momentum and
invite explanations for the demonstrated phenomena involving wheels, gyroscopes,
pendula, spinning chairs, skaters and free-fall divers. Attendees will be invited to
suggest explanations for these situations and relate them to applications in technology
Suitable for Year 7 to 10

Coding and Robotics
St John’s Primary School, Frankston East
Students from St John’s PS will be demonstrating their coding and its application to
Robotics with the use of a range of different Robots and Drones. Come along and
practice your coding skills with Code Combat, Edison Robots, M-Bots, Makeblock
Drones(Land & Air mode), DJI Tello Drones, Ozobots and more...
Suitable for Year 4 to 7

Design Mini-Challenge
Akorn Educational Services
In this STEAM Expo attendees will go through the design process to brainstorm some
solutions to the challenges that people with impairments face every day. You will be
provided with paper, tape, scissors, and asked to make the device to enable Pearl to
grab a pencil. A fabulous short activity that demonstrates critical and creative thinking,
problem solving and not giving up!
Suitable for Year 4 to 10

Modelling and Making on Mars
Mandi Dimitriadis, Makers Empire
Mars is the fourth planet from the Sun – a dusty, cold, desert world with a very thin
atmosphere. Mars is also a dynamic planet with seasons, polar ice caps, canyons,
extinct volcanoes, and evidence that it was even more active in the past. In this STEAM
Expo activity attendees will use Makers Empire 3D to work through the design thinking
process to address a brief for either a rocket, a spacecraft landing device, a space
helmet, a Mars Rover, and a sleeping station. A great design activity for students and
teachers!
Suitable for Year 4 to 6

iFly – a world of flight and STEM
Kristina Hicks, iFly Melbourne
Wind tunnels are used to test the ability of a variety of materials and objects to
withstand high wind-speed conditions. The simple concept of increasing air resistance
has evolved into a masterful invention that can be steered and manipulated almost like
an aeroplane, just by using lift, drag, and gravity.
In this Expo activity, come and learn how the engineering and design of a wind tunnel
exists in everyday life and the physics behind the scenes. You’ll also get the
opportunity to measure and estimate the terminal velocity of different objects, and
create parachutes and test different designs.
Suitable for Year 4 to 10

10.40am to 11.05am Morning Tea - M Building Courtyard
This is an opportunity to network with other teachers and students, and explore trade displays.
Complete your STEAM passports for prizes drawn during the Feedback and Completion of Conference
session at 2.40pm (must be there to receive).

11.15am to 12.35pm Problem Solvers Design Challenge Selection
Each session has a different real life design or STEAM challenge to solve aimed at Year 4 to 10 students. You will be posed
with a real life design challenge and lead through the design process to ideate and present possible solutions.

Designing 3D solutions to reduce infection spread
Mandi Dimitriadis, Makers Empire
As we are all aware by now, infections can be spread in many ways. Clever design and engineering can be used to minimise this
transmission. In this Problem Solver attendees will be presented with a real-world problem related to performing everyday tasks in nocontact ways to prevent the spread of infections. Attendees will be supported through a design thinking process to develop 3D designed
solutions to the problem. It is recommended you bring your own laptop or ipad to this workshop!
Suitable for Year 4 to 10 student and teacher

How to Stop a Fatberg
Scienceworks / Museums Victoria
What is a Fatberg, and how do we stop them? Get a little gross, dive into the sewer (metaphorically!) and learn more about this problem
under our city. Design a solution to combat this problem and help make our city more sustainable. Find out why Fatbergs are an issue for
water companies and our planet.
Suitable for Year 4 to 10 student and teacher

Air Pressure – Real or Imaginary?
Howard Lacey, Thomas Carr College
Scientists are people who look for answers to questions. They learn by thinking, observing, and experimenting. They learn from their
mistakes, making changes and corrections based on what they have already tried, and what other people have tried. They are willing to do
things over and over, until they learn what they need to know to get answers to their questions.
In this problem solver session attendees will be exposed to a variety of situations demonstrating air pressure and will be challenged to
form hypotheses relating to the demonstrations and possible ways to test their hypotheses. Can you prove your hypothesis?
Suitable for Year 6 to 8 student and teacher
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11.15am to 12.35pm Problem Solvers Design Challenge Selection cont'd
Egg Drop Protection
The University of Melbourne
Impact protection is a critical design condition when designing an object such as a car, a helmet, a child seat, etc. The aim is to ensure the
safety of the users and to avoid injuries. As an engineer we often find ourselves in situations where we have to design and build such
protection mechanisms with limited resources. A good engineer can use her experience and technical abilities to overcome such
challenges and come up with ingenious ideas to design and build safety mechanisms. In this problem solver session you will be
introduced to the importance of basic engineering design and then challenged to design an egg protection system that minimises
damage upon impact from a 10 meter drop. This is a great activity that teachers can run with their students of any age to learn about the
design process and engineering.
Suitable for Year 4 to 10 student and teacher

Become a disease detective- solve an outbreak!
Rladies-Melbourne
A mysterious disease is causing people to fall ill at your school. What are the common characteristics of the people that are ill (e.g. did
they all eat the same thing)? What are the common symptoms of infected people? How can we stop the epidemic before it spreads
throughout the whole school and beyond? In this session you will learn about epidemiology and how medical teams use data to pinpoint
the causes of a disease and come up with solutions to stop outbreaks!
Suitable for Year 8 to 10 student and teacher

Paper Structural Engineering
Dr Bagus Nugroho, The University of Melbourne
Engineering mechanics and structural design are one of the oldest and most basic forms of engineering. They allow us to build safe
structures such as houses and tall buildings to live in and protect us from natural elements such as the sun, wind, etc. As engineers we
also find ourselves in situations where we have to design and build structures with limited resources. A good engineer can use her
experience and technical abilities to overcome such challenges and come up with ingenious ideas to design and build safe structures.
In this problem solver session you will be introduced to the importance of basic engineering mechanics and then challenged to use paper
to build the strongest structure you can! This is a great activity that teachers can run with their students of any age to learn about the
design process and engineering.
Suitable for Year 4 to 10 student and teacher

Half and Half Bridge Design
Stephen Manitta and students, Thomas Carr College
In any design project communication is key to having things work. This is becoming more and more important in a globalised world where
teams in different countries work on engineering and design projects.
In this Problem Solver session you will learn how important design and communication are to making something happen. Attendees will
be divided into teams to create a complete bridge with each team building half a bridge each (without seeing what the other half is doing)!
Suitable for Year 4 to 10 student and teacher

Climate Action Youth Design Challenge
Aruna Venkatachalam and Hanna Guy, Young Change Agents
Climate change impacts every country in the world - and it’s not just affecting the environment, it is impacting people’s lives and
destroying communities. The whole world is in a race against climate change and we want to empower you to help!
Our challenge for you as young people is: Less talk, more action. This Problem Solver session offers you the chance to innovate solutions
to tackle climate change and accomplish one of the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals.
During this session, attendees will explore some of the big challenges and develop solutions. Young Change Agents will also share great
stories as inspiration for youth to come up with ideas for creating change.
Suitable for Year 6 to 10 student and teacher

Scenario learning: 2D to 3D problem solving using holographic images
A/Prof Gillian Kidman & Dr Sarika Kewalramani, Monash University
A hologram is a permanent record of the light reflected off an object. It looks three-dimensional and moves as you look around it, just like
a real object.
In this problem solver session participants will be presented with a sustainability-based scenario and problem. Working in a small group,
each participant will design and construct a holographic viewer (to take home) used to solve the problem. Using simple resources found
in all classrooms, and maybe even at home, participants reconfigure a 2-dimensional video image off of a flat surface into an illusion of a
3D object floating in physical space.
Suitable for Year 5 to 8 student and teacher

Robogals Arduino/Programming Session
Robogals Melbourne
In this Problem Solver session attendees will be introduced to electrical engineering and programming by using Arduino board. Arduino is
an open-source electronics prototyping platform based on flexible, easy-to-use hardware and software. It's intended for artists, designers,
hobbyists, and anyone interested in creating interactive objects or environments.
Attendees will be introduced to the different components of Arduino board and will attempt multiple challenges that proceed with
increasing levels of difficulty using Arduino IDE or Scratch for Arduino program, from making an LED blink to making small traffic lights.
Suitable for Year 6 to 10 student and teacher

Design Thinking Sprint
Sid Verma, BrainSTEM
Design Thinking is an approach to creative problem-solving that aims to bring together what is desirable from a human point of view, with
what is technologically feasible and economically viable.
In this session you will tackle a design challenge and go through the problem solving process rapidly to come up with a viable solution.
Suitable for Year 7 to 10 student and teacher

The Energy Transition – Path to Sustainability
Worley
The history of civilization is linked to energy and its sources. For thousands of years, we have depended on sunlight, muscle power, and
fire for the energy we need. Our society began transitioning from traditional biofuels (such as wood) to coal in the late 19th century from
coal to oil and gas in the mid-20th century. We are now in the midst of a transition to renewable energy (wind, solar, hydro, tidal, etc.).
Every energy transition required a change of household behaviour. If we are to successfully make this transition as a society we need to
consider how we can live more sustainably.
In this problem solver session attendees will explore the factors they need to consider to reduce their reliance on resources and
consumables. Attendees will also explore the difference between sustainability in urban and rural environments and brainstorm possible
solutions.
Suitable for Year 4 to 10 student and teacher
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12.35pm to 1.05pm Lunch - M Building Courtyard
This is an opportunity to network with other teachers and students, and explore trade displays.
Complete your STEAM passports for prizes drawn during the Feedback and Completion of Conference
session at 2.40pm (must be there to receive).

1.15PM - 1.45PM Keynote Speaker
DR KYLIE SOANES

The University of Melbourne and Superstar of STEM

Kylie is a conservation biologist based at the University of Melbourne with her sights set on saving species in cities and towns.
She led the Shared Urban Habitat Project and is part of the National Environmental Science Program where she works with
industry and government to develop a strong evidence base for urban conservation. Kylie is always looking for new ways to
help nature thrive in urban environments. Whether it’s helping city councils plan corridors that move animals safely through
cities, building rope bridges to help endangered possums cross busy highways, or working with architects to build designer
houses for one of Australia’s largest owls. She is passionate about nature conservation and is a Superstar of STEM!

1.55PM to 2.35PM - ROTATION TWO (40min parallel session)
Teacher Mini-Master Class Selection
Running Engaging Arduino Projects

Pathik Shah, Pakronics

Arduino is an open-source electronics prototyping platform based on flexible, easy-to-use hardware and software. It's intended for artists,
designers, hobbyists, and anyone interested in creating interactive objects or environments. Arduino educational classroom kits are ideal
for Project Based Learning (PBL) and support an eco-system of educational tools from middle school to university.
In this workshop we will go through the eco-system and offer a demo of each solution. You will get a chance to explore possibilities and
get all your questions answered. You will need to bring your laptop and we will provide hardware to use during the workshop.
School / teacher stages: Beginner, Next Step
Suitable for Primary and Secondary Teacher

STEAM Learning is Great Learning

Dr Adrian Bertolini, Intuyu Consulting
Dr Lucy Cassar, Thomas Carr College

There are a lot of misconceptions about STEAM learning and what is important to focus on when leading and assessing it. In this teacher
session we will debrief your challenges and victories. Adrian Bertolini and Lucy Cassar will then share what they have found are some of
the key lessons that teachers need to learn as they take the journey of being effective in enacting STEAM learning in any curriculum area.
This is an opportunity to discover what works and what is next for you after the conference.
School / teacher stages: Beginning, Next Step & Extending
Suitable for Primary and Secondary Teacher

Digidesign Mini-workshops - Student and Teacher Selection
Design Thinking SuperSprint

Sid Verma, BrainSTEM

Design Thinking is an approach to creative problem-solving that aims to bring together what is desirable from a human point of view, with
what is technologically feasible and economically viable.
In this session you will tackle a design challenge and go through the problem solving process rapidly to come up with a viable solution.
Suitable for Year 6 to 10 students and/or teacher

Problem Solving Breakout Challenge – Secondary

Shelley Waldon, Melbourne Archdiocese Catholic Schools

Based on the escape room challenges, student teams of 4 will need to collaborate on solving a series of problems to find the appropriate
codes to unlock a series of different locks and access the rewards in the box. Challenges include maths number and shape, logic,
unplugged coding and mazes. If time permits a reflection on the skills needed will also be facilitated

Suitable for Year 7 to 10 students and/or teacher

Railway Signalling with Puffing Billy

Peta Howard, Puffing Billy Railway

Safety is critical at Puffing Billy and one of the most important pieces of equipment to keep our passengers safe is our signalling
system that allows the train to move along different parts of the line and stop people and trains moving along the track when it isn’t safe.
In this workshop attendees will be faced with a real world STEAM challenge at Puffing Billy Railway. As designers we are going to use
design thinking to come up with innovative ideas and create a prototype to help solve this problem. You will need to rely on teamwork and
communication to complete this task and create a design as a team.
Suitable for Year 4 to 6 students and/or teacher

Create. Remake. Innovate.

Libby Moore, Moore Educational

What makes students successful in STEM is the confidence to create. In this workshop students will use the design process to
investigate solutions to the real-world problem of “Clean up Australia”. They will build, test, and evaluate their robotic prototypes using
LEGO Education SPIKE Prime and scratch-based coding. Students will be inspired to develop the STEM skills today to be the innovators
of tomorrow.
Suitable for Year 5 to 8 students and/or teacher
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1.55PM to 2.35PM - ROTATION TWO (40min parallel session)
Digidesign Mini-workshops - Student and Teacher Selection cont'd
Learning to Code, Coding to Learn

Doug Bail, Cider House ICT

The integration of Blockly into PASCO’s SPARKvue and Capstone gives you unparalleled control over your science experiments and the
opportunity not only to learn to code, but code for deeper learning of key scientific ideas. For example, you could use an understanding of
the pH of different liquids to code automatic identification of each liquid. In this session we’ll code with real data to output data based
decisions. Make sure you install the free PASCO Sparkvue from https://www.pasco.com/downloads/sparkvue on your own device and
bring it to this session - we’ll have some additional units to use as well.
Suitable for Year 6 to 10 students and/or teacher

Earthquake Safety

Georgene Bridgeman & Adam Oldmeadow, Akorn Educational Services

Have you ever felt an earth tremor and wondered if you are safe inside a building?
Structural Engineers design buildings to withstand the pressures and stresses of their environment such as gravity loads, storms and
earthquakes. Unfortunately, whilst the building itself may remain standing, the contents within it may get scattered all over the place.
Your challenge is to come up with ideas that make the inside of houses less hazardous during earthquakes. Materials and tools are
available for you to build a fast-prototype of your idea.
Come on, let’s give it a shake!
Suitable for Year 7 to 10 students and/or teacher

An introduction to AI

Martin Richard, Education Services Australia

In this session participants will be introduced to some Artificial Intelligence concepts. We will use an AI tool to demonstrate how to train
an AI with data and test our model to see how well the AI recognises an image.
In our example, we will feed the machine images of emojis that represent facial expressions and emotions via the device’s inbuilt camera.
The more varied the data we provide, the more likely the AI will correctly classify the input as the appropriate emotion. In machine
learning, the system will give a confidence value; in this case, a percentage and the bar filled or partially filled, represented by colour. The
confidence value provides us with an indication of how sure the AI is of its classification. Attendees will create and test their own model
using images supplied and consider how this technology can be applied to solve a range of problems.
A range of free AI lesson plans will be featured suitable for students across years F-8.
Suitable for Year 4 to 8 students and/or teacher

The Three Billy Goats Gruff vs The Troll

Stephanie Pollard and students, Malvern Valley PS

Growing up we probably have all heard about the Norwegian fairytale about how the 3 Billy goats outsmarted the troll. However we bet
you never thought this is a perfect way to learn about design thinking! In this workshop the students from Malvern Valley primary school
will teach you about design thinking through a short design sprint. Attendees will come up with a solution for the Three Billy Goats Gruff
to cross the river and avoid the troll who stalks the only viable option (a bridge). The student presenters will teach you to empathise with
the Billy goats and put themselves in their shoes whilst, defining the problem in a written problem statement, brainstorming as many
options as possible during the ideation phase, choosing a design to create during prototyping and modifying and trialling their solution
during the testing phase. Teams will be given 5 minutes to pitch their solutions.
Suitable for Year 4 to 6 students and/or teacher

Aviation Challenge – Will it Fly?

Sophie Martin and students, Thomas Carr College

Flying has been a dream of humanity since the dawn of time. Naturally women have been leading the way!
During this workshop attendees will explore some of the physics involved with flight using a centrifugal thrust generator. You will
examine the basic requirements of flight and will then be posed the question: How does weight affect the ability for the plane to fly? This
will be framed through commercial flights and the weight restrictions of the aircraft. You will then have the opportunity to try and add as
much weight as possible to your planes and still have them fly. You will get multiple opportunities to test your designs.
Suitable for Year 6 to 10 students and/or teacher

Rube Goldberg Design Challenge

Jenny Thompson and students, Thomas Carr College

A Rube Goldberg machine is a hand-built contraption that uses a chain reaction to carry out a simple task. During this workshop students
and teachers will be provided with a number of items that they will use to construct a device that will knock a marble off a stand and into
a basket. The devices will have to be creative, and they will have to use all the materials provided to them. Attendees will be asked to
think about the everyday use of these items and how they can use them differently in their device. The session will provide insights to the
innovative thinking process.
Suitable for Year 7 to 10 students and/or teacher

Setting up your STEAM Club

Wendy Keen, Nandini Vyas, Vivian Dang & Mithuna Karthick
Melbourne Girls College

STEAM clubs provide students with an opportunity to explore scientific and engineering concepts and apply their knowledge in creative
and ingenious ways to solve challenges. They are great ways for girls to discover how fun problem solving can be.
In this session students from Melbourne Girls College will not only have you experience some short hands-on STEAM activities but
provide students and teachers with some ideas about activities that they can get involved in and ideas for a STEAM club at their school.
Come along and STEAM up your day!
Suitable for Year 4 to 10 students and/or teacher

STEAM EXPO: hands-on activity area - Student and / or Teacher (5 to 15min activities)
Blast Off to the Virtual Universe!

STEM- A World of Machines

Jackie Bondell, OzGrav (ARC Centre of Excellence for Gravitational Wave Discovery)
In the Universe, massive objects warp the fabric of space-time and colliding black
holes create waves that spread out over millions of light years in space! Come and
explore Einstein’s Virtual Universe and interact with stars, black-holes, and
gravitational waves in OzGrav’s amazing virtual reality system. Have a VR tour led by
experienced scientists who can answer your most pressing questions about the
most extreme objects in space! Visitors can also learn about OzGrav’s free VR
phone apps and take home fun sheets about planets, light, and more to continue to
learn the story of the cosmos.
Suitable for Year 4 to 10

Students, Marian College Sunshine West
In Marian College’s Year 7 Science classes the students work collaboratively over 10
weeks to research, design and construct an invention that incorporates one or more
simple machines that address a specific challenge. Each team keeps a design portfolio
that includes brainstorming ideas, sketches, photographs, research, reflections and any
other notes. Students are also asked to keep a video diary each lesson; this will then be
used to create a 3-4 min final video presentation of the entire process. Come along and
find out what they have invented and discuss what challenges you could address!
Suitable for Year 5 to 8

Spin your wheel

Marcus Veerman, Playground Ideas
Nüdel Kart and Nüdel Rover are deconstructable, mobile play karts that can be
reconfigured in endless ways to encourage self-directed learning. They contain
research-backed specially selected materials to stimulate children’s development.
Come and play, create, invent and learn the practicalities of STEAM. Teachers can hear
about design principles and the way the Nüdel Kart and Nüdel Rover work from the cocreator and find out how it can develop children to drive their own learning!
Suitable for Year 4 to 6

Howard Lacey and students, Thomas Carr College
A counter-intuitive demonstration will be given to the show angular momentum and
invite explanations for the demonstrated phenomena involving wheels, gyroscopes,
pendula, spinning chairs, skaters and free-fall divers. Attendees will be invited to
suggest explanations for these situations and relate them to applications in
technology
Suitable for Year 7 to 10

Noodle around with Nudel Kart and Nüdel Rover!
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1.55PM to 2.35PM - ROTATION TWO (40min parallel session)
Digidesign Mini-workshops - Student and Teacher Selection cont'd
STEAM EXPO: hands-on activity area - Student and / or Teacher (5 to 15min activities)
Augmented Reality Live

iFly – a world of flight and STEM

Worley
Augmented Reality (AR) software allows 3D visualization, collaboration, and field to
office communication across all stages of construction, such as design review,
facility management, and more. Utilizing augmented live technology, engineers are
now able to visit the site and experience their design in the field virtually.
In today’s world where it is hard to travel to site due to COVID or other restrictions,
through this technology, field issues can be quickly conveyed to the design group
where problems can be identified and corrected, saving time and money. Once the
model of the site is loaded in the device, users can freely walk-through design,
analyse all engineering specifications.
Suitable for Year 4 to 10

Kristina Hicks, iFly Melbourne
Wind tunnels are used to test the ability of a variety of materials and objects to
withstand high wind-speed conditions. The simple concept of increasing air resistance
has evolved into a masterful invention that can be steered and manipulated almost like
an aeroplane, just by using lift, drag, and gravity.
In this Expo activity, come and learn how the engineering and design of a wind tunnel
exists in everyday life and the physics behind the scenes. You’ll also get the
opportunity to measure and estimate the terminal velocity of different objects, and
create parachutes and test different designs.
Suitable for Year 4 to 10

Engineering Showcase

Masters of Engineering Students, University of Melbourne
Most people try to avoid problems but not engineers! They go out and look for
problems! In this STEAM Expo showcase, the University of Melbourne will showcase
several final year engineering projects by their Masters students. Their projects
address real-world industry and community problems, improve processes and have
significant commercial applications. The projects are developed by the students in
collaboration with academics from the Faculty of Engineering and IT, industry,
government, and the community sector. Two example of projects that will be
showcased include;
An unmanned motor vehicle that is designed to travel on the surface of other
planets and to conduct various scientific activities such as mapping, soil test,
atmospheric test, etc.
A wearable exoskeleton that is powered by a combination of electric and
mechanical technologies that allow for limb movement people with physical
disabilities.
Come along and not only find out about the projects but get hands-on with some of
the technology and thinking!
Suitable for Year 4 to 10

The Art of Rapid Prototyping
Kristen Hebden, Ivanhoe Girls Grammar School
Prototyping doesn’t have to take a lot of time or expensive materials. Rapid
prototyping is a great way to learn if your ideas will work, how to improve them, and
if it is worth putting more time in. During this Expo activity attendees will use simple
materials to create moving contraptions. Materials include:
Straws to reduce friction
Bendable wire to make cranks
Wooden skewers to make axles
Cardboard for housing and other parts
Pipe cleaners and googly eyes (because everything is better with googly eyes)
Suitable for Year 4 to 10

Robot race with programming twists!
Pathik Shah, Pakronics
Are you a racer? In this exciting STEAM expo activity attendees will have the chance to
select and code robots and race them to see who is quickest around the course.
There will be two categories
1. Primary student – coding with tangible coding to race
2. Secondary student – coding with graphical coding to race.
Visit our Gold Sponsor 'Pakronics' stand to explore the showcase projects and join in.
Suitable for Year 4 to 10

Little Bits Challenges
Dr Sarika Kewalramani, A/P GillIian Kidman and Phd students, Monash University
LittleBits consists of small circuit boards with specific functions built to snap together
with magnets without soldering, wiring, or programming. Each bit has its own specific
function, such as light, sound, sensors, or buttons.
In this Expo activities the STEM educators from Monash University will support
attendees to engage in designing little bits models through encouraging exploration,
experimentation, and creativity through hands-on learning.
Suitable for Year 4 to 6

Design Mini-Challenge
Akorn Educational Services
In this STEAM Expo attendees will go through the design process to brainstorm some
solutions to the challenges that people with impairments face every day. You will be
provided with paper, tape, scissors, and asked to make the device to enable Pearl to
grab a pencil. A fabulous short activity that demonstrates critical and creative thinking,
problem solving and not giving up!
Suitable for Year 4 to 10

Modelling and Making on Mars
Mandi Dimitriadis, Makers Empire
Mars is the fourth planet from the Sun – a dusty, cold, desert world with a very thin
atmosphere. Mars is also a dynamic planet with seasons, polar ice caps, canyons,
extinct volcanoes, and evidence that it was even more active in the past. In this STEAM
Expo activity attendees will use Makers Empire 3D to work through the design thinking
process to address a brief for either a rocket, a spacecraft landing device, a space
helmet, a Mars Rover, and a sleeping station. A great design activity for students and
teachers!
Suitable for Year 4 to 6

2.40pm to 2.50pm Completing the Day
>> STEAM passport prize announcement
>> Fill in the feedback forms Students and Teachers
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